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Momentum Year?
PURPOSEFUL CHOICE
Why did you pick your program or academic focus?

- I had to pick something
- It will help me get a well paying job
- I think I'll be good at it
- My parents or an advisor suggested this choice
- My interests lie in this area
Productive Academic Mindset

- Perceived purpose of coursework
- Feel connected to their institution and that they belong
- Believe they are capable of learning the material
- Confidence interacting with Faculty and Staff
- GRIT and Perseverance
- Scarcity
State University 6-year Graduation Rates based on hours enrolled in First Semester

![Graph showing graduation rates by ACT score and hours enrolled.]

- 0-6 hours: 13%
- 7-11 hours: 22%
- 12-14: 43%
- 15+ hours: 54%
The Graduate Transcript Graph
USG Momentum Year

Making a *purposeful* program choice

Creating a *productive* Academic Mindset

Attempting the first *30 hours* of a *Clear Pathway*

Attempting *9 hours* in Academic Focus

Complete initial *English* and *Math*
USG Momentum Approach

Deepening *purposeful* choices

Cultivating *productive* Academic Mindsets

Maintaining *full* momentum along a *Clear Pathway*

Heightening academic engagement

Completing critical milestones
Depth and Permanence
Depth and Permanence
USG Momentum Approach

Deepening *purposeful* choices

Cultivating *productive* Academic Mindsets

Maintaining *full* momentum along a *Clear Pathway*

Heightening academic engagement

Completing critical milestones
USG Momentum Approach

Deepening *purposeful* choices

Cultivating *productive* Academic Mindsets

Maintaining *full* momentum along a *Clear Pathway*

Heightening academic engagement

Completing critical milestones